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4. Figures and Illustrations: (not larger than 8 × 10 inches)
   (a) Figures: In general, clear glossy photographs should be submitted. However, in the case of line drawings, original artwork is acceptable. Lettering and symbols should be sufficiently large so that the figures may be substantially reduced in size.
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5. Legends: Legends should be typed on a separate sheet and numbered consecutively. Legends should be brief, and they must not represent a duplication of information provided previously in the text.

6. Reference style: Numerals for referential notification in the body should be in lower case in brackets (Ex. [3]), not in upper case in half parentheses (Ex. [3]).
   (a) When mentioning references in papers on Humanities, authors are advised to follow the instructions stipulated in the MLA (Modern Language Association of America) Handbook for Writers of Research Papers (Sixth Edition).
   (b) References in papers in any other field (Natural Sciences and Social Sciences) should be cited in a caption or table, those references are to be in sequence with the text. The following examples demonstrate correct style:
   (1) Journal articles: Surname and initials of the author(s), title of article, name of journal, volume, inclusive pages, year.
   (2) Articles in books: Surname and initials of author(s), title of article, chapter number (if present), title of book, volume (where applicable), editor, edition (other than first), city, publisher, year, inclusive pages.
   (3) Books: Surname and initials of the author(s), title and subtitle, edition (other than first), city, publisher, year, volume (where applicable), inclusive pages (if specific pages are being cited).

A citation should be listed as “In press” only if it has received final acceptance from a journal or book editor. “Personal communication” and “unpublished results (or data)” should not be cited. Finally, all authors should be listed in the references; “et al.” is unacceptable.

7. Reprints: 30 reprints will be supplied free of charge. There will be an additional ¥2,000 charge to the author if cover pages are requested.

8. Publication costs: The costs for additional pages in the article must be paid for by the author. Please refer to the chart below. The costs for color prints will be judged on a case-by-case basis.
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